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Chapter 1

Introduction

The code DFTB+ is the Fortran 95 successor of the old DFTB code, implementing the density
functional based tight binding approach [9]. The code had been completely rewritten from scratch
and extended with various features.

The most important features are:

• Non-scc and scc calculations (with expanded range of SCC accelerators)

– Cluster/molecular systems

– Periodic systems (arbitrary K-point sampling, band structure calc.)

• l-shell resolved calculations possible

• Spin polarised calculation (collinear spin)

• Geometry optimisation

– Steepest descent

– Conjugate gradient

• Geometry optimisation constraints (in xyz-coordinates)

• Molecular dynamics (NVE and NVT ensembles)

• Improved finite temperature calculations

• Dispersion correction (van der Waals interaction)

• Ability to treat f -electrons

• LDA+U extension

• QM/MM coupling with external point charges (smoothing possible)

• OpenMP parallelisation

• Automatic code validation (autotest system)

• New user friendly, extensible input format (HSD or XML)

• Dynamic memory allocation
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• Additional tool for generating cube files for charge distribution, molecular orbitals, etc.
(Waveplot)
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Chapter 2

Input for DFTB+

DFTB+ can read two formats, either XML or the Human-friendly Structured Data format (HSD).
If you are not familiar with HSD format yet, a detailed description is given in appendix A. The
input file for DFTB+ must be named dftb_in.hsd or dftb_in.xml. The input file must be present
in the working directory. To prevent ambiguity, the parser refuses to read any input if both files are
present. After processing the input, DFTB+ creates a file of the parsed input, either dftb_pin.hsd
or dftb_pin.xml. This contains the user input as well as any default values for unspecified options.
All values are given in the default internal units. The file also contains the version of the current
input parser. You should always keep this file, since if you want to exactly repeat your calculation
with a later version of DFTB+, it is recommended to use this file instead of the original input. (You
must of course rename dftb_pin.hsd into dftb_in.hsd or dftb_pin.xml into dftb_in.xml.) This
guarantees that you will obtain the same results, even if the defaults for some non specified options
have been changed. The code can also produce dftb_pin.xml from dftb_in.hsd or vice versa if
required (see section 2.6).

The following sections list properties and options that can be set in DFTB+ input. The first column
of each of the tables of options specifies the name of a property. The second column indicates
the type of the expected value for that property. The letters “l”, “i”, “r”, “s”, “p”, “m” stand for
logical, integer, real, string, property list and method type, respectively. An optional prepended
number specifies how often (if more than once) this type must occur. An appended “+” indicates
arbitrary occurrence greater than zero, while “*” allows also for zero occurrence. Alternative types
are separated by “|”. Parentheses serve only to delimit groups of settings.

Sometimes a property is only interpreted if some condition(s) is met. If this is the case, the appro-
priate conditions are indicated in the third column. The fourth column contains the default value
for the property. If no default value is specified (“-”), the user is required to assign a value to that
property. The description of the properties immediately follows the table. If there is also a more
detailed description available for a given keyword somewhere else, the appropriate page number
appears in the last column.

Some properties are allowed to carry a modifier to alter the provided value (e.g. converting between
units). The possible modifiers are listed between brackets ([]) in the detailed description of the
property. If the modifier is a conversion factor for a physical unit, only the unit type is indicated
(length, energy, force, time, etc.). A list of the allowed physical units can be found in appendix B.
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2.1 Main input

The input file for DFTB+ (dftb_in.hsd/dftb_in.xml) must contain the following property defini-
tions:

Name Type Condition Default Page
Geometry p|m - 6
Hamiltonian m - 11

Additionally optional definitions may be present:

Name Type Condition Default Page
Driver m {} 7
Options p {} 25
ParserOptions p {} 27

Geometry Specifies the geometry for the system to be calculated. See p. 6.

Hamiltonian Configures the Hamiltonian and its options. See p. 11.

Driver Specifies a geometry driver for your system. See p. 7.

Options Various global options for the run. See p. 25.

ParserOptions Various options affecting the parser only. See p. 27.

2.2 Geometry

The geometry can be specified either directly by passing the appropriate list of properties or by
using the GenFormat{} method.

2.2.1 Explicit geometry specification

If the geometry is being specified explicitely, the following properties can be set:

Periodic l No
LatticeVectors 9r Periodic = Yes -
TypeNames s+ -
TypesAndCoordinates (1i3r)+ -

Periodic Specifies if the system is periodic in all 3 dimensions or is to be treated as a cluster. If set
to Yes, property LatticeVectors{} must be also specified.

LatticeVectors [length] The x, y and z components of the three lattice vectors if the system is
periodic.

TypeNames List of strings with the names of the elements, which appear in your geometry.

TypesAndCoordinates [relative|length] For every atom the index of its type in the TypeNames
list and its coordinates. If for a periodic system (Periodic = Yes) the modifier relative is
specified, the coordinates are interpreted in the coordinate system of the lattice vectors.
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Example: Geometry of GaAs:

Geometry = {
TypeNames = { "Ga" "As" }
TypesAndCoordinates [Angstrom] = {
1 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 1.356773 1.356773 1.356773

}
Periodic = Yes
LatticeVectors [Angstrom] = {
2.713546 2.713546 0.
0. 2.713546 2.713546
2.713546 0. 2.713546

}
}

2.2.2 GenFormat{}

You can use the generic format to specify the geometry (see appendix C). The geometry specifica-
tion for GaAs would be the following:

Geometry = GenFormat {
2 S
Ga As
1 1 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2 2 1.356773 1.356773 1.356773
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2.713546 2.713546 0.
0. 2.713546 2.713546
2.713546 0. 2.713546

}

It is also possible to include the gen-formatted geometry from a file:

Geometry = GenFormat {
<<< "geometry.gen"

}

2.3 Driver

The driver is responsible for changing the geometry of the input structure during the calculation.
Currently the following methods are available:

{} Static calculation with the input geometry.

SteepestDescent{} Geometry optimisation by moving atoms along the acting forces. See p. 8.

CongjugateGradient{} Geometry optimisation using the conjugate gradient algorithm. See p. 9.

VelocityVerlet{} Molecular dynamics with the velocity Verlet algorithm. See p. 9.
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2.3.1 SteepestDescent{}

MovedAtoms i+|m Range { 1 -1 }
MaxForceComponent r 1e-4
MaxSteps i 200
StepSize r 100.0
OutputPrefix s "geo_end"
AppendGeometries l No
Constraints (1i3r)* {}

MovedAtoms Index of the atoms which should be moved. If the index range is continuous, the
Range{} method can be used.

MovedAtoms = Range { 1 6 }
# equivalent with MovedAtoms = { 1 2 3 4 5 6 }

Negative indexes can be used to count backwards from the final atom:

MovedAtoms = Range { 1 -1 } # Move all atoms including the last

MaxForceComponent [force] Optimisation is stopped, if the force component with the maximal
absolute value goes below this threshold.

MaxSteps Maximum number of steps after which the optimisation should stop (unless already
stopped by achieving convergence).

StepSize [time] Step size (δ t) along the forces. The displacement δxi along the ith coordinate is
given for each atom as δxi =

fi
2m δ t2, where fi is the appropriate force component and m is the

mass of the atom.

OutputPrefix Prefix of the geometry files containing the final structure.

AppendGeometries If set to Yes, the geometry file in the XYZ-format will contain all the geome-
tries obtained during the optimisation (instead of containing only the last geometry).

Constraints Specifies geometry constraints. For every constraint the serial number of the atom is
expected followed by the x, y, z components of a constraint vector. The specified atom is not
allowed to move along the constraint vector. If two constraints are defined for the same atom,
the atom will only by able to move normally to the the plane of the two constraining vectors.

Example:

Constraints = {
# Atom one can only move along the z-axis
1 1.0 0.0 0.0
1 0.0 1.0 0.0

}
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2.3.2 ConjugateGradient{}

MovedAtoms i+|m Range { 1 -1 }
MaxForceComponent r 1e-4
MaxSteps i 200
OutputPrefix s "geo_end"
AppendGeometries l No
Constraints (1i3r)* {}

See previous subsection for the description of the properties.

2.3.3 VelocityVerlet{}

MovedAtoms i+|m Range { 1 -1 }
Steps i -
TimeStep r -
KeepStationary r Yes
Thermostat m - 10
OutputPrefix s "geo_end"
MDRestartFrequency i 1
Velocities (3r)* -

MovedAtoms List of atoms to move during the MD. (See more detailed description on page 8.)

Steps Number of MD steps to perform. In the case of a thermostat using a TemperatureProfile{}
the number of steps is calculated from the profile.

KeepStationary Remove translational motion from the system.

TimeStep [time] Time interval between two MD steps.

Thermostat Thermostating method for the MD simulation. See p. 10.

OutputPrefix Prefix of the geometry files containing the final structure.

MDRestartFrequency Interval that the current geometry and velocities are written to the XYZ
format geometry file. In the case of SCC MD runs, the charge restart information is also
written at this interval overriding RestartFrequency (see section 2.5).

Velocities [velocity] Specified atomic velocities for all the atoms of the given structure (including
“velocities” for any stationary atoms, which are silently ignored). This option can be used
to restart an MD run, just make sure the geometry is consistent with the specified velocities.
The easiest way to do this is to copy both from the same iteration of the XYZ file produced
in the previous run (note the velocities printed in the XYZ files are specified in Å/ps, so
this should be set in the input). If restarting an SCC MD run, we strongly suggest to use
ReadInitialCharges, and in particular read charges for the geometry which you use to restart
(iterations at which charges are writen to disc are marked in the XYZ file, with the most
recent being present in charges.bin).
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Thermostat

None{} No thermostating during the run, only the initial velocities are set according to either a
given temperature or velocities, hence an NVE ensemble should be achieved for a reasonable time
step.

InitialTemperature r -

InitialTemperature [energy] Starting velocities for the MD will be created according the Max-
well-Boltzmann distribution with the specified temperature. This is redundant in the case of
specified initial velocities.

Andersen{} Andersen thermostat [2] sampling an NVT ensemble (note that Andersen ther-
mostatting has a reputation for suppressing diffusion and also prevents accumulation of data for
dynamical properties).

Temperature r|m -
ReselectProbability r -
ReselectIndividually l -
AdaptFillingTemp l No

Temperature [energy] Temperature of the thermostat. It can be either a real value, specifying a
constant temperature through the entire run or the TemperatureProfile{} method specifying
a changing temperature. (See p. 11.)

ReselectProbability Probability for reselecting velocity from the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion.

ReselectIndividually If Yes, each atomic velocity is reselected individually with the specified
probability. Otherwise all velocities are reselected at once with the specified probability.

AdaptFillingTemp If Yes, the temperature of the electron filling is always set to the current tem-
perature of the thermostat. (The appropriate tag for the temperature of the electron filling is
ignored.)

Berendsen{} Berendsen thermostat [4] samples something like an NVT ensemble (but without
the correct micro-canonical fluctuations, be aware of the “flying icecube” problem before using this
thermostat [12]).

Temperature r|m -
CouplingStrength r -
AdaptFillingTemp l No

Temperature [energy] Temperature of the thermostat. It can be either a real specifying a con-
stant temperature through the entire run or the TemperatureProfile{} method specifying a
changing temperature. (See p. 11.)

CouplingStrength Dimensionless coupling strength for the thermostat (given as ∆t/τt in the orig-
inal paper).

AdaptFillingTemp If Yes, the temperature of the electron filling is always set to the current tem-
perature of the thermostat. (The appropriate tag for the temperature of the electron filling is
ignored.)
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TemperatureProfile{} Specifies a temperature profile during molecular dynamics. It takes as
argument one or more lines containing the type of the annealing (string), its duration (integer), and
the target temperature (real), which should be achieved at the end of the given period. For example:

Temperature [Kelvin] = TemperatureProfile { # Temperatures in K
constant 1 10.0 # Setting T=10 K for the 0th MD-step
linear 500 600.0 # Linearly rising T in 500 steps up to T=600 K
constant 2000 600.0 # Constant T through 2000 steps
exponential 500 10.0 # Exponential decreasing in 500 steps to T=10 K

}

The annealing method can be constant, linear or exponential, with the duration of each stage of the
anneal specified in steps of the driver containing the thermostat. The starting temperature for each
annealing period is the target temperature of the previous one, with the last step of each stage being
at the target temperature. Since the initial stage in the temperature profile has no previous step,
the default starting temperature is set to 0, but no actual calculation for that temperature is made.
In order to start the calculation from a finite temperature for the first annealing period, a constant
profile temperature stage with the duration of only one step should be specified as first step (see
the example). The temperatures of the stages are specified in atomic units, unless the Temperature
keyword carries a modifier.

2.4 Hamiltonian

Currently only a DFTB Hamiltonian is implemented, so you must set Hamiltonian = DFTB{}.
The DFTB{} method may contain the following properties:

SCC l No
SCCTolerance r SCC = Yes 1e-5
MaxSCCIterations i SCC = Yes 100
OrbitalResolvedSCC l SCC = Yes No
Mixer m SCC = Yes Broyden{} 15
MaxAngularMomentum p -
Charge r 0.0
SpinPolarisation m SCC = Yes {} 17
SpinConstants p SpinPolarisation = Colinear{} -
Eigensolver m DivideAndConquer{} 18
Filling m Fermi{} 19
IndependentKFilling l periodic system No
SlaterKosterFiles p|m - 19
OldSKInterpolation l No
PolynomialRepulsive p|m {}
KPointsAndWeights (4r)+|m periodic system - 20
OrbitalPotential m {} 22
ReadInitialCharges l No
InitialCharges p SCC = Yes {}
ElectricField p {} 23
Dispersion m {} 24
DampHShortRange l SCC = Yes No
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SCC If set to Yes, a charge self consistent (scc) calculation is made.

SCCTolerance Stopping criteria for the SCC. Specifies the tolerance for the maximum difference
in any charge between two SCC cycles.

MaxSCCIterations Maximal number of SCC cycles to reach convergence. If convergence is not
reached after the specified number of steps, the program stops.

OrbitalResolvedSCC If set to Yes, both (or all three/four) Hubbard U values for the different
angular momenta are used, when calculating the SCC contributions. Otherwise, the value for
the s-shell is used for all angular momenta. Please note, that the old standard DFTB code was
not orbitally resolved, so that only the Hubbard U for the s-shell was used. Please check the
documentation of the SK-files you intend to use as to whether they are compatible with an
orbitally resolved SCC calculation (many of the biological files do not use orbitally resolved
charges), before you switch this option to Yes. Even if the Hubbard U values for different
shells are the same in the SK-files, this flag would still effect your results, since when it is
set to Yes, any charge transfer between atomic shells will change the energy of the system
compared to when it is set to set to No.

Mixer Mixer type for mixing the charges in an SCC calculation. See p. 15.

MaxAngularMomentum Specifies the highest angular momentum for each atom type. All or-
bitals up to that angular momentum will be included in the calculation. Several main-block
elements require d-orbitals, check the documentation of the SK-files you are using to deter-
mine if this is necessary. Possible values for the angular momenta are s, p, d, f.

Example:

MaxAngularMomentum = {
Ga = "p" # You can omit the quotes around the
As = "p" # orbital name, if you want.

}

By using the SelectedShells method, there is also the possibility to pick shells with certain
angular momenta from one or more species and treat them together as if they were shells of
the same atom. The shells to be picked from a certain atom type should be listed without
any separating characters. The list of shells of different atom types should be separated by
whitespaces.

Example:

# Defining sps* basis for Si and C by combining sp and s shells from
# Si and Si2, and C and C2, resp.
MaxAngularMomentum = {
Si = SelectedShells { "sp" "s" } # Si atom with sps* basis
C = SelectedShells { "sp" "s" } # C atom with sps* basis

}

# Note, that you have to modify the Slater-Koster file definition accordingly
SlaterKosterFiles = {
Si-Si = "Si-Si.skf" "Si-Si2.skf" "Si2-Si.skf" "Si2-Si2.skf"
Si-C = "Si-C.skf" "Si-C2.skf" "Si2-C.skf" "Si2-C2.skf"
C-Si = "C-Si.skf" "C-Si2.skf" "C2-Si.skf" "C2-Si2.skf"
C-C = "C-C.skf" "C-C2.skf" "C2-C.skf" "C2-C2.skf"
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If for a given atom type you pick orbitals from more than one species, you must specify an
appropriate combinations of file names for the Slater-Koster tables in SlaterKosterFiles{}.
For every atom type combination nSK1×nSk2 Slater-Koster files must be defined, where nSK1
and nSK2 are the number species combined to build up the shells of the two interacting atoms.
The file names must be ordered with respect to the interacting species, so that the name
for the second interacting specie is changed first. Above you see an example, where an
extended basis with an s∗-orbital was generated by introducing the new species "Si2" and
"C2", containing the appropriate s∗-orbital for Si and C, resp., as only orbitals.

In the case of many Slater-Koster files for a certain interaction, the repulsive data is read from
the first specified file (e.g. Si-Si.skf, Si-C.skf, C-Si.skf and C-C.skf in the example above).
The repulsive interactions in the other files are ignored. The mass for a certain species is read
from the first SK-file for its homonuclear interaction.

Non-minimal basis Slater-Koster data may be directly defined in the SK-files in future.

Charge Total charge of the system. Negative value means electron excess.

SpinPolarisation Specifies if and how the system is spin polarised. See p. 17

SpinConstants Specifies the atom type specific constants needed for the spin polarised calcula-
tions, in units of Hartrees. For every atomic species in the calculation a property with the type
name must be defined, containing the spin coupling constants for that atom. The constants
must be ordered with respect to the two shells they couple, so that the index for the second
shell must increase faster. For an spd-basis, that would yield the following order:

wss,wsp,wsd , . . . ,wps,wpp,wpd , . . . ,wds,wd p,wdd , . . .

Example (GGA parameters for H2O):

SpinConstants = {
O = {
# Wss Wsp Wps Wpp
-0.035 -0.030 -0.030 -0.028

}
H = {
# Wss
-0.072

}
}

Several standard values of atomic spin constants are given in appendix D. Constants calcu-
lated with the same density functional as the SK-files should be used. This input block may
be moved to the SK-data definition files in the future.

When using the SelectedShells method for the keyword MaxAngularMomentum, the spin
constants are listed as an array of values running over SK1SK2 . . . in the same order as listed
for SlaterKosterFiles.

SpinConstants = { # not real values, only an example
Si = {
# Wss Wsp Wss*
-0.035 -0.030 -0.01
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# Wps Wpp Wps*
-0.030 -0.037 -0.02
# Ws*s Ws*p Ws*s*
-0.01 -0.02 -0.01

}

Eigensolver Specifies which eigensolver to use for diagonalising the Hamiltonian. See p. 18.

Filling Method for occupying the one electron levels with electrons. See p. 19.

SlaterKosterFiles Name of the Slater-Koster files for every atom type pair combination. See 19.

OldSKInterpolation If set to Yes (strongly discouraged), the lookup tables for the non-scc inter-
actions are interpolated with the same algorithm as in the old DFTB code. Please note, that
the new method uses a smoother function, is more systematic, and yields better derivatives
than the old one. This option serves only compatibility purpose, and might be removed in the
future.

PolynomialRepulsive Specifies for each interaction, if the polynomial repulsive function should
be used. for every pairwise conbination of atoms it should contain a logical value, where Yes
stands for the use of a polymial repulsive function and No for a spline. For non-specified
interactions the default value No is used

Example:

# Use the polynomial repulsive function for Ga-Ga and As-As interactions
# in GaAs
PolynomialRepulsive = {
Ga-Ga = Yes
Ga-As = No
# As-Ga unspecifed, therefore per default set to No
As-As = Yes

}

If you want to apply the same setting for all species pairs, you can specify the appropriate
logical value as argumen of the SetForAll keyword:

# Using polynomial repulsive functions for all interactions in GaAs
PolynomialRepulsive = SetForAll { Yes }

KPointsAndWeights [relative|absolute] Contains the special k-points to be used for the Brillouin-
zone integration. See p. 20. For automatically generated k-point grids the modifier should
not be set.

OrbitalPotential Specifies which (if any) orbitally dependant contributions should be added to
the DFTB energy and band structure. See p. 22.

ReadInitialCharges If set to Yes the first Hamiltonian is constructed by using the charge informa-
tion read from the file charges.bin.

InitialCharges Specifies initial net charges, either for all atoms or for only selected ones. In order
to specify it for all atoms, use the keyword AllAtomCharges and supply the net charge for
every atom as a list of real values:

14



InitialCharges = {
AllAtomCharges = { # Specifies net charge for each atom in an H2O molecule
-0.88081627 # charge for atom 1 (O)
0.44040813 # charge for atom 2 (H1)
0.44040813 # charge for atom 3 (H2)

}
}

Alternatively you can specify charges individually on atoms or species using the AtomCharge
keyword. For every AtomCharge declaration you must provide a net charge and the list of
atoms, which should be initialised to that net charge. (You can use the same format for the
list of atoms, as described at the MovedAtoms keyword in the section for SteepestDescent):

InitialCharges = { # Specifying charge for various species
AtomCharge = {
Atoms = H
ChargePerAtom = 0.44040813

}
AtomCharge {
Atoms = O
ChargePerAtom = -0.88081627

}
}

Net charge on atoms not appearing in any AtomCharge specification is set to be zero.

ElectricField Specifies an external electric field. See p. 23.

Dispersion Specifies which kind of dispersion correction to apply. See p. 24.

DampHShortRange If set to Yes the short range contribution to the SCC interaction coming from
atom A and atom B is damped by the factor

e−
(

UAl+UBl
2

)4
r2

AB

provided that at least one of the pair of atoms is hydrogen. (UAl and UBl are the Hubbard Us
of the two atoms for the l-shell, rAB is the distance between the atoms.) An atom is considered
to be a hydrogen atom, if its type name is either “H” or “h”.

2.4.1 Mixer

DFTB+ offers currently the charge mixing methods Broyden{} (Broyden-mixer), Anderson{} (Anderson-
mixer), DIIS{} (DIIS-accelerated simple mixer) and Simple{} (simple mixer).

Broyden{}

Minimises the error function

E = ω
2
0

∣∣∣G(m+1)−G(m)
∣∣∣+ m

∑
n=1

ω
2
n

∣∣∣∣∣ n(n+1)−n(n)

|F(n+1)−F(n)|
+G(m+1) F(n+1)−F(n)

|F(n+1)−F(n)|

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,
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where G(m) is the inverse Jacobian, n(m) and F(m) are the charge and charge difference vector in
iteration m. The weights are given by ω0 and ωm, respectively. The latter is calculated as

ωm =
c√

F(m) ·F(m)
, (2.1)

c being a constant coefficient. [14].

The Broyden{} method can be configured using following properties:

MixingParameter r 0.2
CachedIterations i -1
InverseJacobiWeight r 0.01
MinimalWeight r 1.0
MaximalWeight r 1e5
WeightFactor r 1e-2

MixingParameter Mixing parameter.

CachedIterations Number of charge vectors of previous iterations which should be kept in the
memory. Older charge vectors are written to disc. If set to -1, all charge vectors will be kept
in the memory. (You should only change its value if you are really short on memory.)

InverseJacobiWeight Weight for the difference of the inverse Jacobians (ω0).

MinimalWeight Minimal allowed value for the weighting factors ωm.

MaximalWeight Maximal allowed value for ωm.

WeightFactor Weighting factor c for the calculation of the weighting factors ωm in (2.1).

Anderson{}

Modified Anderson mixer. [8]

MixingParameter r 0.05
Generations i 4
InitMixingParameter r 0.01
DynMixingParameters (2r)* {}
DiagonalRescaling r 0.01

MixingParameter Mixing parameter.

Generations Number of generations to consider for the mixing. Setting it too high can lead to
linearly dependent sets of equation.

InitMixingParameter Simple mixing parameter used until the number of iterations is greater or
equal to the number of generations.

DynMixingParameters Allows to specify different mixing parameters for different levels of con-
vergence during the calculation. These are specified as a list of tolerances below which a
given mixing factor is used. If the loosest specified tolerance is reached, the appropriate
mixing parameter supersedes that specified in MixingParameter.
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DiagonalRescaling Used to increase the diagonal elements in the system of equations solved by
the mixer. This can help to prevent linear dependencies occuring in the mixing process.
Setting it to too large a value can prevent convergence. (This factor is defined in a slightly
different way from Ref. [8]. See the source code for more details.)

Example:

Mixer = Anderson {
MixingParameter = 0.05
Generations = 4
# Now the over-ride the (previously hidden) default old settings
InitMixingParameter = 0.01
DynMixingParameters = {
1.0e-2 0.1 # use 0.1 as mixing if more converged that 1.0e-2
1.0e-3 0.3 # again, but 1.0e-3
1.0e-4 0.5 # and the same

}
DiagonalRescaling = 0.01

}

DIIS{}

Direct inversion of the iterative space is a general method to acceleration iterative sequences. The
current implementation accelerates the simple mix process.

InitMixingParameter r 0.2
Generations i 6
UseFromStart l Yes

MixingParameter Mixing parameter.

Generations Number of generations to consider for the mixing.

UseFromStart Specifies if DIIS mixing should be done right from the start, or only after the nr. of
SCC-cycles is greater or equal to the number of generations.

Simple{}

Constructs a linear combination of the current input and output charges as (1− x)ρin + xρout.

MixingParameter r 0.05

MixingParameter Coefficient used in the linear combination.

2.4.2 SpinPolarisation

No spinpolarisation ({})

No spin polarisation contributions to the energy or band-structure.
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Colinear{}

Colinear spin polarisation in the z direction. The initialization of the calculation is spin restricted.

UnpairedElectrons i -
InitialSpin p {}

UnpairedElectrons Number of unpaired electrons. (Kept constant during the calculation.)

InitialSpin Initialisation for spin patterns. The default code behavior is an initial spin polarisation
of 0.

InitialSpin The initial spin distribution can be set by specifying the spin polarisation on the atoms.
For atoms without explicit specification, a spin polarisation of zero is assumed. The InitialSpin
property must contain one or more AtomSpin blocks with the following properties:

Atoms i+|m -
SpinPerAtom r -

Atoms Atoms to specify an initial spin value. The Range{} method can be used to specify an
continous interval of atoms.

SpinPerAtom Initial spin polarisation for each atom in this InitialSpin block.

Example:

SpinPolarisation = Colinear {
UnpairedElectrons = 0.0
InitialSpin = { # want to start from an anti-ferromagnetic ordering
AtomSpin = {
Atoms = { 1 }
SpinPerAtom = -1.0

}
AtomSpin = {
Atoms = { 2 }
SpinPerAtom = +1.0

}
}

}

2.4.3 Eigensolver

Currently the following LAPACK 3.0 [1] eigensolver methods are available:

• Standard{}

• DivideAndConquer{}
(this requires about twice the memory of the other solvers)

• RelativelyRobust{}
(using the subspace form but calculating all states)
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None of them needs any parameters or properties specified.

Example:

Eigensolver = DivideAndConquer {}

2.4.4 Filling

Fermi{}

Fills the levels according to a Fermi distribution. When using a finite temperature, the Mermin free
energy (which the code prints) should be used instead of the total energy. This is given by E−T S.

Temperature r AdaptFillingTemp = No 0.0

Temperature [energy] Electron temperature in energy units. This property is ignored for ther-
mostated MD runs, if the AdaptFillingTemp property of the thermostat had been set to Yes.

Example:

Filling = Fermi {
Temperature [K] = 300

}

MethfesselPaxton{}

Produces a Fermi-like distribution but with much lower electron entropy [18]. This is useful for
systems that require high electron temperatures (for example when calculating metals)

Temperature r AdaptFillingTemp = No 0.0
Order i 2

Temperature [energy] Electron temperature in energy units. This property is ignored for ther-
mostated MD runs, if the AdaptFillingTemp property of the thermostat had been set to Yes.

Order Order of the Methessel-Paxton scheme, the order must be greater than zero, and the 1st
order scheme is equivalent to Gaussian filling.

2.4.5 SlaterKosterFiles

There are two different ways to specify the Slater-Koster files for the atom type pairs, explicit
specification and using the Type2FileNames{} method.

Explicit specification

Every possible atom type pair connected by a dash must occur as property with the name of the
corresponding file as assigned value.

Example (GaAs):
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SlaterKosterFiles = {
Ga-Ga = "./Ga-Ga.skf"
Ga-As = "./Ga-As.skf"
As-Ga = "./As-Ga.skf"
As-As = "./As-As.skf"

}

If you treat shells from different species as shells of one atom by using the SelectedShells{} key-
word in the MaxAngularMomentum{} block, you have to specify more than one file name for
certain specie pairs. (For details see the description about the MaxAngularMomentum{} keyword.)

Type2FileNames{}

You can use this method to generate the name of the Slater-Koster files automatically using the
element names from the geometry input. You have to specify the following properties

Prefix s ""
Separator s ""
Suffix s ""
LowerCaseTypeName l No

Prefix Prefix before the first type name, usually the path.

Separator Separator between the type names.

Suffix Suffix after the name of the second type, usually extension.

LowerCaseTypeName If the name of the types should be converted to lower case. Otherwise
they are used in the same way, as they were specified in the geometry input.

Example (for producing the same file names as in the previous section):

SlaterKosterFiles = Type2FileNames {
Prefix = "./"
Separator = "-"
Suffix = ".skf"
LowerCaseTypeName = No

}

The Type2FileNames method can not be used, if an extended basis was defined with the SelectedShells
method.

2.4.6 KPointsAndWeights

The k-points for the Brillouin-zone integration can be either specified explicitely or using the
KLines{} or the SupercellFolding{} methods. If the latter is used the KPointsAndWeights key-
word is not allowed to have a modifier.
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Explicit specification

For every k-point four real numbers must be specified: The coordinates of the given k-point followed
by its weight. By default, the coordinates are specified in fractions of the reciprocal lattice vectors.
If the modifier absolute is set for the KPointsAndWeights keyword, absolute k-point coordinates in
atomic units are instead expected. The sum of the k-point weights is automatically normalized by
the program.

KPointsAndWeights = { # 2x2x2 MP-scheme
0.25 0.25 0.25 1.0
0.25 0.25 -0.25 1.0
0.25 -0.25 0.25 1.0
0.25 -0.25 -0.25 1.0

}

SupercellFolding{}

This method generates a sampling set containing all the special k-points in the Brillouin zone related
to points that would occur in an enlarged supercell repeating of the current unit cell. If two k-points
in the BZ are related by inversion, only one (with double weight) is used (this permitted by time
reversal symmetry). The SupercellFolding{} method expects 9 integers and 3 reals as parameters:

n11 n12 n13
n21 n22 n23
n31 n32 n33
s1 s2 s3

The integers ni j specify the coefficients used to build the supercell vectors Ai from the original
lattice vectors a j:

Ai =
3

∑
j=1

ni j a j.

The reals si specify the point in the Brillouin-zone of the super lattice, in which the folding should
occur. The coordinates must be given in relative coordinates, in the units of the reciprocal lattice
vectors of the super lattice.

The original l1× l2× l3 Monkhorst-Pack sampling [20] for cubic lattices corresponds to a uniform
extension of the lattice:

l1 0 0
0 l2 0
0 0 l3
s1 s2 s3

where si is 0.0, if li is odd, and si is 0.5 if li is even. For the 2×2×3 scheme, you would write for
example

# 2x2x3 MP-scheme according original paper
KPointsAndWeights = SupercellFolding {

2 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 3
0.5 0.5 0.0

}
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To use k-points for hexagonal lattices which are consistent with the erratum to the original paper
[21], you should set the shift for the unique “c” direction, s3, in the same way as in the original
scheme. The s1 and s2 shifts should be set to be 0.0 independent of whether l1 and l2 are even or
odd. So, for a 2×3×4 sampling you would have to set

# 2x3x4 MP-scheme according modified MP scheme
KPointsAndWeights = SupercellFolding {

2 0 0
0 3 0
0 0 4
0.0 0.0 0.5

}

It is important to note that DFTB+ does not take the symmetry of your system explicitely into
account. For small high symmetric systems with a low number of k-points in the sampling this
could eventually lead to unphysical results. (Components of tensor properties–e.g. forces–could be
finite, even if they must vanish due to symmetry reasons.) For those cases, you should explicitely
specify k-points with the correct symmetry.

KLines{}

This method specifies k-points lying along arbitrary lines in the Brillouin zone. This is usefull when
calculating the band structure for a periodic system. (In that case, the charges should be initialised
from the saved charges of a previous calculation with a proper k-sampling. Additionally for SCC
calculations the number of SCC cycles should be set to 1, so that only one diagonalisation is done
using the initial charges.)

The KLines{} method accepts for each line an integer specifying the number of points along the
line segment, and 3 reals specifying the end point of the line segment. The line segments do not
include their starting points but their end points. The starting point for the first line segment can be
set by specifying a (zeroth) segment with only one point and with the desired starting point as end
point. The unit of the k-points is determined by any modifier of the KPointsAndWeights property.
(Default is relative coordinates.)

Example:

KPointsAndWeights [relative] = KLines {
1 0.5 0.0 0.0 # Setting (and calculating) starting point 0.5 0.0 0.0
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 # 10 points from 0.5 0.0 0.0 to 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0.5 0.5 0.5 # 10 points from 0.0 0.0 0.0 to 0.5 0.5 0.5
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 # Setting (and calculating) a new starting point
10 0.5 0.5 0.0 # 10 points from 0.5 0.5 0.0 to 0.5 0.5 0.0
}

2.4.7 OrbitalPotential

Currently only the FLL{} (fully localised limit) form of the LDA+U corrections [25] are imple-
mented. This particular potential lowers the energy of states localized on the specified atomic shells
while raising the energy of un-occupied localised states. This particular correction is most useful
for lanthanide/actinide f states and some localised d states of transition metals (Ni3d for example).
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Implementation s -
LConstants p -

Implementation Implementation type. Currently only Eschrig’s purely onsite density matrix con-
tributions to the chosen functional ("on-site") is implemented [10].

LConstants List of the U − J values for each l-shell of each atom type in the calculation given in
Hartree and starting with the first shell (usually s). If an atom type is not specified, the U− J
values are assumed to be zero.

OrbitalPotential = FLL {
Implementation = "on-site"
LConstants = {
Er = {0.0 0.0 0.0 0.26}
N = {0.0 0.0}

}
}

2.4.8 ElectricField

This tag contains the specification for an external electric field. Currently only the electric field
from point charges is implemented. The ElectricField block currently must contain one or more
PointCharges blocks with the following properties:

CoordsAndCharges (4r)+ -
GaussianBlurWidth r non-periodic system 0.0

CoordsAndCharges [length] Contains the coordinates and the charge for each point charge (four
real values per point charge). A length modifier can be used to alter the units of the coordi-
nates. The charge must be specified in proton charges. (The charge of an electron is -1.)

GaussianBlurWidth [length] Specifies the half width σ of the Gaussian charge distribution, which
is used to delocalise the point charges. The energy of the coulombic interaction EC between
the delocalised point charge M with charge QM and the atom A with charge qA is weighted by
the error function as

EC(A,M) =
qAQM

rAM
erf
[rAM

σ

]
,

where rAM is the distance between the point charge and the atom.

This delocalisation can only be used for non-periodic systems. A length modifier can be used
to specify the unit for σ .

Example:

ElectricField = {
# 1st group of charges, with Gaussian delocalisation
PointCharges = {
GaussianBlurWidth [Angstrom] = 3
CoordsAndCharges [Angstrom] = {
1.2 3.4 4.5 -1.2
0.5 -9.2 3.3 3.2

}
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}
# 2nd group of charges, no delocalisation (sigma = 0.0)
PointCharges = {
CoordsAndCharges [Angstrom] = {
3.3 -1.2 0.9 9.2

}
}

}

2.4.9 Dispersion

The dispersion corrects for the van der Waals interaction in your system. Currently only a Slater-
Kirkwood type model is implemented as described in Ref. [6]. 1 Therefore, you must set Dispersion
= SlaterKirkwood {}. Inside the SlaterKirkwood{} tag, the following property must be specified:

PolarRadiusCharge (3r)+|m -

PolarRadiusCharge [volume,length,charge] Determines the atomic polarisability, the radius for
the damping function and the effective charge for every atom in the system. The atomic
polarisabilities must be specified in volume units.

Example for H2O molecule:

Dispersion = SlaterKirkwood {
# Using Angstrom^3 for volume, Angstrom for length and default
# unit for charge (note the two separating commas between the units)
PolarRadiusCharge [Angstrom^3,Angstrom,] = {
# Polar Radius Chrg
0.560000 3.800000 3.150000 # Atom 1: O
0.386000 3.500000 0.800000 # Atom 2: H
0.386000 3.500000 0.800000 # Atom 3: H

}
}

Instead of setting the polarisabilities of the atoms individually, this can be also automatically done
depending on their chemical type and the number of their neighbors (hybridisation). In that case,
you can use the HybridDependentPol{} method to automate this process. Inside this tag, you must
specify for each atom type in your sytem a property with the name of that atom type, and with the
following properties inside:

CovalentRadius r -
HybridPolarisations (13r)+ -

CovalentRadius [length] Covalent radius for the given atom type. Two atoms are considered to be
neighbors, if their distance is not greater than the sum of the covalent radii for their species.

HybridPolarisations [volume,length,charge] Specifies for every species the polarisabilities and
the damping radii depending on the hybridisation and the effective charge. You have to

1Please note, that the paper contains two typos. Equation (7) should be read as Cαβ

6 =
2Cα

6 Cβ

6 pα pβ

p2
αCβ

6 +p2
β

Cα
6

. In equation (9)

the contribution from the dispersion should be read as Edis =− 1
2 ∑αβ f (Rαβ )C

αβ

6 (Rαβ )
−6.
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provide 13 reals. The first six specify the atomic polarisabilities used for an atom of that
species, if it has no neighbors, one neighbor, two, three, four or more than four neighbors.
The next four entries specify the damping radii for the same cases. The last entry specifies
the effective charge (hybridisation independent).

Example:

Dispersion = SlaterKirkwood {
PolarRadiusCharge = HybridDependentPol {
O = {
CovalentRadius [Angstrom] = 0.8
HybridPolarisations [Angstrom^3,Angstrom,] = {
# All polarisabilities and radii set the same
0.560 0.560 0.560 0.560 0.560 0.560 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.15

}
}
H = {
CovalentRadius [Angstrom] = 0.4
HybridPolarisations [Angstrom^3,Angstrom,] = {
# Different polarisabilities depending on the hybridisation
0.386 0.396 0.400 0.410 0.410 0.410 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 0.8

}
}

}
}

Please note, that this automatic procedure sets up the polarisabilities and radii for each atom at the
beginning of the calculation. There is no re-evaluation of those quantities during the run (they re-
main constant). When using the HybridDependentPol{} method, it is recommended to set first the
StopAfterParsing keyword in the ParserOptions block to Yes (see p. 27) and inspect the generated
polarisabilities, radii and charges for every atom in dftb_pin.hsd. If some fine tuning in the gen-
erated values turns out to be necessary, you should replace the hybrid dependent specification in
the input file with the generated atom specific values from dftb_pin.hsd, and apply the necessary
changes there.

2.5 Options

This block collects some global options for the run.
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MullikenAnalysis l No
CalculateForces l No
WriteEigenvectors l No
WriteAutotestTag l No
WriteDetailedXML l No
WriteResultsTag l No
WriteDetailedOut l Yes
WriteBandOut l Yes
AtomResolvedEnergies l No
RestartFrequency i Driver = {}, SCC = Yes 20
RandomSeed i 0
MinimiseMemoryUsage l No
WriteHS l No
WriteRealHS l No

MullikenAnalysis If Yes, Mulliken analysis is carried out, even if it is not needed for the calcula-
tion (e.g. non-scc run). For state resolved Mulliken populations see section 4.3.

CalculateForces If Yes, force calculation is carried out, even if it is not needed for the actual
calculation (e.g. static geometry calculation).

WriteEigenvectors Specifies, if eigenvectors should be printed in eigenvec.out and eigenvec.bin.
For a description of the file format see p. 43.

WriteAutotestTag Turns the creation of the autotest.tag file on and off. (This file can get quite
big and is only needed for the autotesting framework.)

WriteDetailedXML Turns the creation of the detailed.xml file on and off. (The detailed.xml file
is needed among others by the waveplot utility for visualising molecular orbitals.)

WriteResultsTag Turns the creation of the results.tag file on and off. (That file is used by several
utilities processing the results of DFTB+.)

WriteDetailedOut Controls the creation of the file detailed.out. Since this contains the detailed
information about the last step of your run, you shouldn’t turn it off without good reasons.

WriteBandOut Controls the creation of the file band.out which contains the band structrure in a
more or less human friendly format.

AtomResolvedEnergies Specifies whether the contribution of the individual atoms to the total
energies should be calculated or not.

RestartFrequency Specifies the interval at which charge restart information should be written to
disc for static SCC calculations. Setting it to 0 prevents the storage of restart information. If
running an MD calculation, see also section 2.3.3 regarding MDRestartFrequency.

RandomSeed Sets the seed for the random number generator. The value 0 causes random initial-
isation. (This value can be used to reproduce earlier MD calculations by setting the initial
seed to the same value.)

MinimiseMemoryUsage Tries to minimise memory usage by storing various matrices on disc
instead of keeping them in memory. Set it to Yes to reduce the memory requirement for
calculations with many k-points or spin polarisation.
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WriteHS Instructs the program to build the square Hamiltonian and overlap matrices and write
them to files. The output files are hamsqrN.dat and oversqr.dat, where N enumerates the
spin channels. For a detailed description of the file format see p. 42.

Note: If either of the options WriteHS or WriteRealHS are set to Yes, the program only builds
the matrices, writes them to disc and then stops immediately. No diagonalization, no SCC-
cycles or geometry optimization steps are carried out. You can use the ReadInitialCharges
option to build the Hamiltonian with a previously converged charge distribution.

WriteRealHS Instructs the program to build the real space (sparse) Hamiltonian and overlap ma-
trices and write them to files. The output files are hamreal.dat and overreal.dat. For a detailed
description of the file format see p. 42.

Note: If either of the options WriteHS or WriteRealHS are set to Yes, the program only builds
the matrices, writes them to disc and then stops immediately. No diagonalization, no SCC-
cycles or geometry optimization steps are carried out. You can use the ReadInitialCharges
option to build the Hamiltonian with a previously converged charge distribution.

2.6 ParserOptions

This block contains the options, which are effecting only the behaviour of the HSD/XML parser
and are not passed to the main program.

ParserVersion i current input version
WriteHSDInput l Yes
WriteXMLInput l No
IgnoreUnprocessedNodes l No
StopAfterParsing l No

InputVersion Version number of the input parser, which the input file was written for. If you are
using an input file, which was created for an older version of DFTB+, you should set it to
the parser version number of that code version. (The parser version number is printed at the
beginning of the program run to the standard output.) DFTB+ internally converts the input
to its current format. The processed input (written to dftb_pin.hsd) is always in the current
format, and the InputVersion property in it is always set to the current parser version.

WriteHSDInput Specifies, if the processed input should be written out in HSD format. (You
shouldn’t turn it off without really good reasons.)

WriteXMLInput Specifies, if the processed input should be written out in XML format.

IgnoreUnprocessedNodes By default the code stops if it detects unused or erroneous keywords
in the input, which probably indicates error(s) in the input. This dangerous flag suspends
these checks. Use only for debugging purposes.

StopAfterParsing If set to Yes, the parser stops after processing the input and written out the
processed input to the disc. It can be used to make sanity checks on the input without starting
an actual calculation.
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Chapter 3

Transport calculations

Non-equilibrium Green’s function calculations are now possible with DFTB+. Within this formal-
ism it is possible to treat quantum mechanical systems with open boundary conditions and therefore
quantum transport. A specific new Transport{} block has been added to control the transport prob-
lem. The NEGF solver parameters can be controlled within the Eigensolver section, using the
keyword GreensFunction{}. Finally the real-space Poisson solver parameters have been organized
within a new section, Electrostatics, using the keyword Poisson{}. The default value for the elec-
trostatic calculations is the usual γ-functional which contains the Hartree and local XC potential.

3.1 Definition of the geometry

The input geometry for transport calculations is a little tricky. In comparison to cluster or supercell
calculations the geometry for transport calculation must also contain information about the contacts.
The contacting leads are actually semi-infinite structures, supporting travelling waves. No stationary
current is possible in a finite structure, as travelling waves can only exist in open systems. The
structure is partitioned into a device region and two or more contact regions.

Rules to build a valid input structure:

1. All device atoms must come first.

2. Each contact must comprise two subsequent unit cells called principal layers (PLs). The two
PLs together give all information about the contact structure and in the following are referred
generally as ’contact’.

3. A PL is a unit cell of the contacting lead that has interactions only with nearest neighbour
PLs in tight-binding terms.

4. The ordering of the atoms within the two PLs must be consitent in the sense that the two PLs
must be exact periodic replica of each other: If each PL comprise N atoms, atom M in the
first PL must have a corresponding identical atom in the second PL at position M+N.

5. The first PL should be always the one closer to the device region.

6. All blocks should be contiguous in the structure and each atom must belong to one and only
one region.
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7. The geometry can be defined as a cluster or a supercell. In the first case is it understood that
the contacts are just one-dimensional wire leads.

8. If a structure is defined as supercell, only the lattice vectors transverse to the transport direc-
tion are meaningful. The periodicity specified along the transport direction is dummy.

9. For each contact the periodicity along the transport direction is deduced from the separation
between the two PLs (as the coordinate difference r(M +N)− r(M)). We refer to this as
contact direction.

10. All lattice vectors (including the periodicity vector of the contacts) must be aligned to one
of the cartesian axes x, y or z. In practice only rectangular cells are currently allowed in
transport calculations.

Note: Currently the code makes only a consistency check on the definition of the two PLs (rule 4),
namely it checks whether the two contact PLs are really shifted copies of each other. The code does
not check if the device regions are consistently defined (rules 1 and 6), if the PL defined are really
PLs (rule 3) and does not check if the first PL defined is really the one closest to the device (rule 5).
The code checks rules 8, 9 and 10. The check is performed on the atomic coordinates, such that

R2
i+N = R1

i +v ∀i ∈ PL (3.1)

where R2
i are atomic coordinates of atoms in the second PL, R1

i are atomic coordinates of atoms in
the first PL and v is the contact lattice vector. The equality is verified within an accuracy that can
be set by the user (see below).

Please take your time to build up structures and cross-check them. Also consider to look at the
examples distributed with the code. The input structure is often the first suspect when there’s some
problem in the calculation.

3.2 Transport block

The Transport section contains the description of the partitioning of the system into device and
contact regions. The Geometry section specifies the range of atoms which belong to the device
region and to the contact regions. (The contact range spans the two PLs). The contact can be
assigned a unique id, useful for later reference.

Transport {
Geometry {
Device {
AtomRange = 1 8

}
Contact {
Id = "source"
AtomRange = 9 24

}
Contact {
Id = "drain"
AtomRange = 25 40

}
}
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Task = ContactHamiltonian
}

The sections Device and Contact are used to define the atomic range of each region. The user can
also assign a label (Id) to each contact that can be used later for cross referencing. In the section
Contact the user can add a keyword that specifies the accuracy for the internal check of the PLs.

Id is used to assign a label to each contact.

AtomRange is used to set the atomic range of each region.

ShiftAccuracy [length] can be used to set the absolute accuracy used to check the PL consistency
(see above). The default is 10−8 atomic units. Please be aware that changing this value
will introduce numerical error, therefore it should not be modified for quantitatively exact
calculations.

The Task option is used to define which type of calculation should be performed. Before any
transport calculation it is necessary to compute the contact Hamiltonians. This necessary step must
be carried separatley for each contact and can be done by setting

Task = ContactHamiltonian {
ContactId = source
ContactSeparation [Angstrom] = 50.0

}

where the ContactId must be interchanged for the different contact calculations. The contact cal-
culation computes the bulk Hamiltonian and self-consistent charges for each contact. This is a
usual DFTB+calculation for which appropriate parameters must be included in the input file. For
supercell structures the calculation of the contact is performed using corresponding supercells in
which the transverse lattice vectors are those specified in the Geometry tag and the lattice vector
along the contact direction is deduced from the PL separation (rule 9). If the structure is defined
as a cluster, the contact calculation is performed for a supercell in which the contact is treated as
one-dimensional wire. However, since DFTB+does not support pure one- and two-dimensional
calculations, dummy lattice vectors are defined for the two remaining directions. The default value
for these lattice vectors is 1000 a.u. (527 Å), which should guarantee sufficient wire-wire distance
to avoid Coulomb interactions. The user can specify and alternative contact separation using the
keyword ContactSeparation placed in the ContactHamiltonian block. Each contact computation
produces one output file called shiftcont_ContactId.dat storing energy shifts and Mulliken charges
that must be present in the working folder in all subsequent transport calculations.

Note that during the contact calculation you will need to perform a k-point integration. Whenever
the system is defined as a cluster, DFTB+ will authomatically extract the periodicity vectors from
the geometry such that the first reciprocal vector will correspond to the contact direction. There-
fore you must specify the k-point sampling for the periodic calculation by sampling along the first
reciprocal lattice vector. As an example, if the structure is defined as a cluster (i.e., 1-dimensional
wire leads), the source contact calculation will have an input file similar to:

...
Task = ContactHamiltonian {
ContactId = source

}
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...
Hamiltonian = DFTB {
...
KpointsAndWeights = SupercellFolding {

8 0 0 # Regardless of transport direction
0 1 0
0 0 1
0.5 0.0 0.0

}

}

On the other hand, if your structure is defined as a supercell (as an example, a molecule with bulk
contacts) and the transport direction is along y, your the source contact calculation will have an
input file similar to:

...
Task = ContactHamiltonian {
ContactId = source

}
...
Hamiltonian = DFTB {
...
KpointsAndWeights = SupercellFolding {

4 0 0 # Folding in parallel direction
0 8 0 # Folding in transport direction
0 0 4 # Folding in parallel direction
0.5 0.5 0.5

}

}

This could seem confusing, but the underlining reasons is that in the cluster calculation the recipro-
cal lattice is set up by the code itself, while in the periodic calculation is set up by the user who can
chose any arbitrary direction. Refer to the transport cookbook and to the distributed examples for
further clarification.

After the contact calculations, it is possible to perform actual transport calculations. These are
activated using the keyword Task = UploadContacts, as in the following example

Task = UploadContacts {
FirstLayerAtoms = 1 17
FermiLevel [eV] = SetForAll { -8.358658 }
ContactPotentials {
source = 0.0
drain = 0.0

}
EnergyRange [eV] = -10.0 0.0
EnergyStep [eV] = 0.02
TerminalCurrents = EmitterCollector {
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"source" "drain"
}
LDOS = {
ProjectionRange = 1 22
ProjectionRange = 23 28
}

}

The section UploadContacts contains the following keywords

FirstLayerAtoms The first atom of each layer in the device region. By default there is only one
layer (the entire device region). Alternatively the user can manually reorder and partition the
structure into layers for efficient GF calculations.

FermiLevel [energy] Specifies the contact Fermi levels. The operator SetForAll can be used when
all the Fermi levels are the same (e.g. identical contacts).

ContactPotentials [energy] Specifies the electrostatic potential applied to each contact. The nat-
ural units of this quantity are potential energy (e.g., V). They can be loosly identified with eV
or a.u. since in both these units the electronic charge is practically defined as e = 1.

ContactPotentials{
source [eV] = 0.0
drain [eV] = 1.0

}

EnergyRange [energy] Contains the energy range over which the transmission function and local
density of states are computed.

EnergyStep [energy] Is the energy sampling step.

TerminalCurrents in multiterminal configurations is used to define the terminal across which
current must be computed.

TerminalCurrents{
EmitterCollector = {"source" "drain"}
EmitterCollector = {"source" "gate"}

}

This keyword may be omitted since the code automatically sets all possible independent
combinations for the terminal currents. For example in a 4-contact calculations the currents
are 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4, 3-4.

LDOS can be used to set a range of atoms where the local DOS is projected. The range can be
set with ProjectionRange where the index of the start and end atom is specified (single atoms
must be specified by repeating the index).

LDOS{
ProjectionRange = {1 10}
ProjectionRange = {11 20}

}
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WriteTunneling if set to Yes, the transmission coefficients are written also to a separate file for
quick reference. If set to No (default), the transmission coefficient are only written to DFTB+
output files (detailed.out and detailed.xml). Default is No.

WriteLDOS same as above, for the density of states.

During the transport calculation you will not need to set up the k-point integration when the
structure is defined as a cluster, just as in a regular DFTB+ calculation.

WideBand [energy] This block is used to set the wide band approximation for one or more con-
tacts. The wide band approximation requires the definition of the spacing between energy
levels per atom, for each contact (referenced by Id).

Many authors refers to the Wide Band Approximation in terms of Density of States. In
DFTB+ we use the inverse quantity (energy levels spacing per atom) to ensure consistency
in units conversion. As an example, the DOS of gold at the Fermi level is 0.05ev−1atom−1,
which corresponds to an energy spacing of 0.735 Hartree (20 Ev) (as in the above example).

Example (we add the WideBand section to the previous UploadContacts section example):

Task = UploadContacts {
FirstLayerAtoms = 1 17
FermiLevel [eV] = SetForAll { -8.358658 }
ContactPotentials {
source = 0.0
drain = 0.0

}
EnergyRange [eV] = -10.0 0.0
EnergyStep [eV] = 0.02
TerminalCurrents = CollectorEmitter {
"source" "drain"

}
LDOS = {
ProjectionRange = 1 22
ProjectionRange = 23 28
}
WideBand = {

source [eV] = 20.0
drain [eV] = 20.0

}
}

Note: in order to solve the self-consistent NEGF transport problem, the GreensFunction
Eigensolver must be used. However, the Transport section can be used to calculate the trans-
mission coefficients according to Landauer formula in a non self-consistent manner. In this
case an Eigensolver is not needed as the charge density doesn’t need to be calculated. To run
such a calculation, Eigensolver = TransportOnly must be set and no electrostatics must be
calculated (i.e. the Electrostatics = Poisson should not be declared).
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3.3 Green’s Function solver

In order to activate Green’s functions calculations the user must define the keyword EigenSolver =
GreensFunction in the Hamiltonian section. The Green’s function section describes all the parame-
ters needed by the Green’s function (GF) solver. The GF solver, either under equilibrium (no bias
applied) or under non-equilibrium conditions, builds up the density-matrix of the device region.
Strictly speaking the GF does not solve for the eigenstates of the open system, however it logically
substitutes the traditional construction of the density matrix from the eigenstates of the system,
obtained after the diagonalization step. The density matrix can be used to compute any physical
observable by ’tracing’ with the appropriate operator. In particular it is possible to calculate the
Mulliken charges necessary for the DFTB self-consistent loop. Therefore the usual DFTB+ self-
consistent calculations can be driven using the GF solver. The Green’s function section contains
important parameters used by the solver. The following table describes these parameters.

Name Type Condition Default Page
FirstLayerAtoms i+ 1
Delta r 1e-5
ContourPoints 2i 20 20
LowestEnergy r -2.0
FermiCutoff i 10
EnclosedPoles i 3

Note: For efficient GF calculation the device region must be partitioned into layers whose funda-
mental property is to interact with nearest-neighbour layers only. Differently from the contact PLs,
the device layers do not need to represent unit cell repetitions. The device geometry must be man-
ually ordered in such a way that all the atoms within each layer are contiguous and adjecent layers
are placed next to each other. This ensures that the constructed Hamiltonian and Overlap are block
tri-diagonal. The Layer structure can be defined using the keyword FirstLayerAtoms. Refer to [24]
for a description of the iterative algorithm.

FirstLayerAtoms The first atom of each layer in the device region. By default there is only one
layer (the entire device region). Must be the same as in UploadContacts.

Delta [energy] A small positive imaginary delta used in the GF definition. The default is 10−5 a.u.

ContourPoints The number of points along the complex contour integration of the GF along the
contour segments C and L (see contour integration). The default values are 20 20.

RealAxisPoints The number of points along the real axis integration needed in non-equilibrium
calculations. The default depends on the electronic temperature.

LowestEnergy [energy] The initial energy from which the integration starts. The default is -2
Hartree

FermiCutoff Integer number setting the Fermi distribution cutoff in units of kT . It is read only if
the Fermi distribution temperature is greater than 0 (see contour integration).

EnclosedPoles The number of Poles enclosed in the contour. It is meaningful only in finite tem-
perature calculations (see contour integration).

GreensFunction section example:
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Eigensolver = GreensFunction {
FirstLayerAtoms = 1 61 92 145
Delta [eV] = 1e-4
ContourPoints = 20 20
RealPoints = 55
LowestEnergy [eV] = -60.0
FermiCutoff = 10
EnclosedPoles = 3

}

3.4 Contour integration

Much of the computational work is in the integration of the energy resolved density matrix, rep-
resented via the NEGF matrix. The integration is efficiently performed with a complex contour
integration and a real axis integration, as shown in Figure 1 and discussed in references [22, 23, 24].
All integrations are performed with Gaussian quadratures and the number of points must be spec-

Figure 3.1: Contour integration in the complex plane for the Green’s fuctions. The crosses represent
poles of either Gr or the Fermi function.

ified manually. The complex contour integration is subdivided into two sections: the first section
is an arc of circle, C , that can be computed with few integration points (default 20); the second
section is a line that intersects the contour and runs parallel to the real axis at a distance that de-
pends on the number of poles of the Fermi function enclosed within the contour. Usually a good
choice for the number of poles is between 3 and 5 (the default is 3). The poles are placed at the
complex points zm = EF + i(2m+ 1)πkT and, therefore, are separated from each other by 2πkT .
At T = 300 K this corresponds to a separation of 156 meV. It should be noted that, as the temper-
ature decreases, the separation between poles reduces. This makes the contour integration harder
as it needs to walk across two singularities. At very low temperatures, T = 10 K, the separation
is 5.2 meV. Below this temperature the contour integration is treated as T = 0 in order to avoid
numerical inaccuracies. The integration along the segment L extends up to Re [z] = EF + nkT ,
where n is an integer number specified by the keyword FermiCutoff and has a default value of
10. In the limit T = 0 K the poles collapse into a non-analytic cut and the contour needs to be
changed such that the second section of the complex contour becomes the arc of circle closing
on the real axis. Finally, the real axis integration extends between the lowest and highest chem-
ical potentials. The number of quadrature points should depend on the bias itself and can be set
using RealAxisPoints. The default value is 1 pt/0.018 eV (actually 1500 pt/1 H). In finite tem-
perature calculations the segment is extended to include the Fermi cutoff by nkT on both sides
(µ1− nkT,µ2 + nkT ). In this case the number of quadrature points are increased by assuming the
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same point density defined in the range (µ1,µ2). Example: for a bias of 0.2 V, the default number
of points is 0.2 · 1500/27.21139 = 11. At T = 300 K the interval is increased by 0.26 eV on both
sides, therefore 0.26 ·1500/27.21139 = 14.33 which is truncated to 14 points, leading to a total of
38 points along the real axis.

Note: The GF solver can be used also for calculations other than the transport context. In case
the position of the Fermi Energy is known with good accuracy the density matrix solver based on
the GF can be used to compute the electronic properties of clusters and supercells. The recursive
algorithm may be an efficient solution to large problem and could be efficient for systems having
an elongated 1D shape.

3.5 Poisson solver

The Poisson solver is a fundamental part of the non-equilibrium transport calculations and must be
declared whenever a NEGF calculation is performed using Electrostatics = Poisson. Under non-
equilibrium conditions the self-consitent potential of the KS equations cannot be solved using the
efficient γ-functional, but requires the definition of appropiate boundary conditions for the potentials
imposed on the contacts. However, since the γ-functional is formally identical to a pure Hartree
potential, it can be obtained in real space by solving a Poisson solver. The Poisson equation is solved
in a box with hexahedral prism shape. This restriction is imposed by the solver employed. This
restricts calculations of supercell structures to orthorhombic super-lattices. An additional restriction
is that the box sides must be aligned with the Cartesian axes, x, y, z.

Name Type Condition Default Page
PoissonBox 3r
MinimalGrid 3r 0.5 0.5 0.5
PoissonAccuracy r 1e-7
AtomDensityTolerance r 1e-6
CutoffCheck l Yes
Verbosity i 51
SavePotential l No
PoissonAccuracy r 1e-6
MaxPoissonIterations i 60
BuildBulkPotential l Yes 37
ReadOldBulkPotential l Yes 37
OverrideDefaultBC m none{} 37
OverrideBulkBC m none{} 37
BoundaryRegion m global{} 37
Gate m none{} 39

PoissonBox [length] Dimension of the Poisson box along directions x, y and z.

MinimalGrid [length] The minimal requested grid spacing along x, y and z. The actual grid spac-
ing chosen by the multigrid will be lower than this. charge densities.

AtomDensityTolerance In order to calculate the potential, the Mulliken charges are projected on
the real space grid. This parameter defines the cutoff after which the charge is considered
vanish (i.e., the space extension of the projected charge). The default is 1e-6. Note that the
contacts must be at least twice the length of the extent of a projected Mulliken charge. If this
conditions is not fullfilled and is set to Yes, the code will exit with an error message. Setting
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this parameter to a lower value could allow to define shorter contacts in some cases. However
this could lead to relevant error in the potential hence to spurious reflections, therefore it
should be left to default value or changed very carefully.

CutoffCheck If set to No, consistency between contact length and charge extension is not veri-
fied (see above section). The default is No. As for AtomDensityTolerance, this parameter
shouldn’t be touched unless you know exactly what you’re doing.

Verbosity This parameter controls the amount of output messages and takes values ranging from
1 to 100.

SavePotential Save the potential to file.

PoissonAccuracy Defines the accuracy for the approximate solution of the Poisson equation (de-
fault value 10−6).

MaxPoissonIterations Defines the maximum amounts of iterations for the solver.

Note: The Poisson Box can be specified using the keyword PoissonBox. In calculations in which
the two contacts face each other along the same axis, setting the box-size along this axis has no
effect because the code needs to adjust the correct size internally. This keyword is redundant (and
should not be specified) when the system is periodic, since in this case the Poisson box is taken
from the supercell lattice vectors.

Numerical error in the potential will results in spurious discontinuities at the contact-device inter-
faces. The default tolerances should do the job in most cases.

This is a tipical example of the whole Poisson block specification. Some of the keywords are
described in the next subsections.

Example:

Electrostatics = Poisson {
PoissonBox [Angstrom] = 20.0 20.0 20.0
MinimalGrid [Angstrom] = 0.3 0.3 0.3
SavePotential = No
BuildBulkPotential = Yes
ReadOldBulkPotential = No
BoundaryRegion = Global {}
PoissonAccuracy = 1e-7
Gate = Planar{

GateLength_l [Angstrom] = 10.0
GateLength_t [Angstrom] = 20.0
GateDistance [Angstrom] = 7.0
GatePotential [eV] = 1.0

}
}

3.5.1 Boundary Conditions

The Poisson equation is solved imposing special boundary conditions (BC) on the six faces of the
Poisson Box. In basic transport calculations, comprising two contacts placed along the same axis,
the BCs are choosen as follows:
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Dirichlet Fixed potentials on the two contact faces with values defined by the applied potentials
(see UploadContacts, ContactPotentials).

Neumann Zero normal field on the remaining 4 lateral box faces.

In periodic supercells the BCs are: Dirichlet (fixed potentials) on the two contact faces with values
defined by the applied potentials (see UploadContacts, ContactPotentials) and Periodic on the
remaining 4 lateral box faces.

In some specific cases Neumann BCs can be set on one contact. In order to do so it is necessary to
use OverrideDefaultBC (see below).

Device and contact potentials should smoothy join at the interface. In order to reach this goal
the code computes the Bulk potential of each contact and uses the result as a BC on the contact
face of the Poisson box. This is useful when the contact potential is not uniform due to charge
rearrangments. The external applied contact potential is added to the bulk potential. The user can
deactivate this calculation with the keyword BuildBulkPotential.

Note: The bulk potential is computed on a special box that has ’lateral’ sizes copied from the device
box, and has the size of one PL along the contact direction. The BCs are –so to speak– inherited
from the device region. In particular:

1. Along the contact direction periodic BCs are imposed.

2. On the other four faces the BCs are copied from the device region.

3. The user can override this setting using OverrideBulkBC (see below).

4. When all four faces inherit Neumann BC (default for the device region), these are ALL inter-
nally changed to Dirichlet, because the solver cannot handle this situation that gives rise to a
singular matrix.

BuildBulkPotential (default: Yes) is used to calculate the electrostatic potential of the contacts
and the result is used as a Dirichlet boundary condition on the contact face (superimposed to
the contact potential).

ReadOldBulkPotential Read a previously computed bulk potential from hard-disk.

BoundaryRegion Specifies how the Dirichlet boundary conditions are treated on each contact face
of the Poisson box. It can be Global, Square or Circle. Global means that the BC is applied to
the entire face of the box, whereas the other keywords imply that the Dirichlet BC are applied
on a cross-section projected on the contact face. This is useful for instance when handling
nanowire contacts, for which it is not really consistent to impose a constant potential on the
whole face of the Poisson box.

BufferLength [length] can be used to set the size of the boundary region beyond the atomistic
size which is determined as the minimal circle or qquare containg all atoms of the contact
cross-section.

Example:

BoundaryRegion = Circle {
BufferLength [Angstrom] = 3.0

}
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In some special case it might be necessary to override the default BCs applied by the code on
the Poisson equation. Currently this can be done using the keywords: OverrideDefaultBC and
OverrideBulkBC.

OverrideDefaultBC block is used to override the BCs described above. It can be used to force
Dirichlet or Neumann BCs along some specified directions or on one of the four lateral faces
of the Poisson box.

Boundaries is used to specify on which face different BCs must be imposed. Assuming contacts
along z, the keyword can be set any of xmin, xmax, x, ymin, ymax, y.

OverrideDefaultBC = Dirichlet {
Boundaries = xmin

}

For instance setting Dirichlet BC on Boundaries = xmin imposes φ(x,y,z) = 0 on the face placed
at x = xmin, boundaries = xmax imposes φ(x,y,z) = 0 on the face placed at x = xmax. When
Dirichlet needs to be forced on both faces, it is possible to use either boundaries = xmin,xmax or
simply boundaries = x. The same syntax can be used to impose conditions on more faces, using
boundaries = x,y or boundaries = x,ymin.

A similar strategy can be used to impose different boundary conditions on the contacts. For instance,
a Neumann BC can be set on one contact face using

OverrideDefaultBC = Neumann {
Boundaries = zmin

}

Note that the user should know which face of the Poisson Box corresponds to the desired contact.
Furthermore, if the user sets Neumann at all contacts the Poisson solver will not converge (singular
matrix) unless Dirichlet is imposed somewhere else (e.g., a gate potential is present).

It is also possible to override default BCs when computing the bulk potential.

OverrideBulkBC block is used to override bulk BC usually copied from the device region.

Boundaries has the same meaning and syntax as in OverrideDefaultBC.

OverrideBulkBC = Neumann {
Boundaries = x, y

}

3.5.2 Electrostatic Gates

The option Gate can be used to specify an electrostatic gate. Currently the gate type Planar is
allowed. Restrictions. The planar gate must be placed with its face parallel to the x-z plane, i.e., the
gate direction must be along y. At the same time the transport direction should be placed along the
z-axis. The latter is not really a restriction but it gives meaning to ’longitudinal’ and ’transverse’ in
the geometrical definitions of the gate lengths. Example:
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Gate = Planar {
GateLength_l [Angstrom] = 20.0
GateLength_t [Angstrom] = 20.0
GateDistance [Angstrom] = 7.0
GatePotential [eV] = 1.0

}

The various options for the gates have the following meanings:

GateLength_l [length] Sets the gate length along the transport direction (assumed to be z). The
gate is centered in the device region.

GateLength_t [length] Sets the gate transverse to the transport direction (assumed to be x). The
gate is centered in the device region.

GateDistance [length] Sets the distance of the gate from the center axis of the device region.

GatePotential [energy] Sets the potential applied to the gate.

Note that the gate option has not be tested tharoughly and may still contain bugs. Please report to
the developers any problem encountered.

Developments. In forthcoming releases cylindrical gates and double gates will be possible.

Similarly to a usual DFTB+ calculation, the output from a Transport calculation will be generated
in the detailed.out and detailed.xml. These files are self-documenting, i.e. you will find a human-
readable description of the output data in the files themselves. After a transport calculation, the
files will contain the transmission coefficient for every energy point and for every k point and the
local density of states for every energy point and projection ranges specified in input. They will also
contain the total current and the partial current for every k point. In multiterminal calculation, this
data will be written for every terminal couple.

If WriteTunneling and/or WriteLDOS are set to Yes, these information will be also saved on separate
files, which is useful for quick reference and plot. In case of periodic calculation, a file for every k
point (tunneling_XXXX.dat) and a file with the integrated quantity (tunneling.dat) will be created.

If SavePotential is set to Yes, the files box3d.dat, Xvector.dat, Yvector.dat, Zvector.dat and potential.dat
are created. The first 4 files contain the information about the real space grid, i.e. the number of dis-
cretization points and their positions. The latter contains the potential on the different grid points.
This information can be used to build a cube file using the script makecube which is distributed
with DFTB+ code. Refer to the cookbook for an example of usage.

3.6 Troubleshooting

DFTB+ transport machinery is designed to calculate transport in structures with a large number
of atoms. To take full advantage of the iterative algorithm, be sure that the system is correclty
partitioned in Principal Layers, as described in Transport and Green’s solver sections. Be aware
that a wrong partitioning will lead to wrong results. If you’re not completely confident, you can run
a calculation on a test system with and without partitioning. The results should be the same.

On some systems, a Segmentation Fault error could occur while running relatively large structures.
This could happen because the stack memory limit has been exceeded. You can troubleshoot this
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setting a higher limit for the stack memory. In bash you can remove stack memory limitation with
the command line ulimit -s unlimited.
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Chapter 4

Output of DFTB+

This chapter contains the description of some output files of DFTB+, where the output format is
not self documenting. Unless indicated otherwise, numbers in the output files are given in atomic
units (with Hartree as the energy unit).

4.1 hamsqrN.dat, oversqr.dat

The files hamsqrN.dat and oversqr.dat contain the square (folded) Hamiltonian and overlap matri-
ces. The number N in the filename hamrealN.dat indicates the spin channel. For spin unpolarized
calculation it is 1, for spin polarized calculation it is 1 and 2 for spin-up and spin-down, respectively.

Only non-comment lines (lines not starting with "#") are documented:

• Flag for signalizing if matrix is real (REAL), number of orbitals in the sytem (NALLORB),
number of kpoints (NKPOINT). For non-periodic (cluster) calculations, the number of kpoints
is set to 1.

• For every K-point:

– Number of the K-point. For molecular (non-periodic) calculations only 1 K-point is
printed.

– The folded matrix for the given K-point. It consists of NALLORB lines × NALLORB
columns. If the matrix is not complex (REAL is F), every column contains two numbers
(real and imaginary part).

The files are produced if requested by WriteHS = Yes (see section 2.5).

4.2 hamrealN.dat, overreal.dat

The files hamrealN.dat and overreal.dat contain the real space Hamiltonian and overlap matrices.
The number N in the filename hamrealN.dat indicates the spin channel. For spin unpolarized cal-
culation it is 1, for spin polarized calculation it is 1 and 2 for spin-up and spin-down, respectively.

Note: The sparse format contains only the "lower triangle" of the real space matrix. For more details
about the format and how to obtain the upper triangle elements, see reference [3]. Also note, that
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for periodic systems the sparse format is based on the folded coordinates of the atoms, resulting in
translation vectors (ICELL) which look surprising at first glance.

Only non-comment lines (lines not starting with "#") are documented:

• Number of atoms in the system (NATOM)

• For every atom:

– Atom number (IATOM), number of neighbors including the atom itself (NNEIGH),
number of orbitals on the atom (NORB)

• For every neighbor of every atom:

– Atom number (IATOM1), neighbor number (INEIGH), corresponding image atom to the
neighbor in the central cell (IATOM2F), coefficients of the translation vector between
the neighbor and its corresponding image (ICELL(1), ICELL(2), ICELL(3)). Between
the coordinates of the neighbor rINEIGH and the image atom rIATOM2F the relation

rINEIGH = rIATOM2F +
3

∑
i=1

ICELL(i)ai

holds, where ai are the lattice vectors of the supercell.

– The corresponing part of the sparse matrix. The data block consists of NORB(IAT1)
lines and NORB(IAT2F) columns.

The files are produced if requested by WriteRealHS = Yes (see section 2.5).

4.3 eigenvec.out, eigenvec.bin

These files contain the eigenvectors from the Hamitonian, stored either as plain text (eigenvec.out)
or in the native binary format of your system (eigenvec.bin).

The plain text format contains a list of the values of the components of each eigenvector for the
basis functions of each atom. The atom number in the geometry, its chemical type and the particular
basis function are listed, followed by the relevant value from the current eigenvector and then the
Mulliken population for that basis function for that level. The particular eigenvector, K-point and
spin channel are listed at the start of each set of eigenvector data.

The binary format contains the (unique) runId of the DFTB+ simulation which produced the output
followed by the values of the eigenvectors. The eigenvector data is ordered so that the individual
components of the current eigenvector are stored, with subsequent eigenvectors for that K-point
following sequentially. All K-points for the current spin channel are printed in this order, followed
by the data for a second channel if spin polarized.

The files are produced if requested by WriteEigenvectors = Yes (see section 2.5).

4.4 charges.bin

The file charges.bin contains the orbitally-resolved charges for each atom, ordered as the charges
on each orbital of an atom for a given spin channel, then each spin channel and finally over each
atom. In later versions of DFTB+ this format may change to include a checksum.
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This file is produced as part of the mechanism to restart SCC calculations, see sections 2.5 and 2.3.3.
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Appendix A

The HSD format

The Human-friendly Structured Data (HSD) format is a structured input format, which can be bi-
jectively mapped onto a subset of the XML-language. Its simplified structure and notation should
make it a more convenient user interface than reading and writing XML tags. This section contains
a brief overview of the most important aspects of this format.

An input file in the HSD format consists basically of property assignments of the form

Property = value

where the value value was assigned to the property Property. The value must be one of the following
types (detailed description of each follows later on):

• Scalar, such as

– integer

– real

– logical

– string

• list of scalars

• method

• list of further property assignments

An unquoted hash mark (#) is interpreted as comment sign, everything after it, up to the end of
the current line, is ignored by the parser (hash marks inside of quotes are taken as literals not
comments):

# Entire line with comment
Prop1 = "hell#oo" # Note, that the first hashmark is quoted!

The name of the properties, the methods and the logical values are case insensitive, so the assign-
ments
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Prop1 = 12
prOP1 = 12
Prop2 = Yes
Prop2 = YES

are pairwise identical. Quoted strings (specified either as a value for a property or as a file name),
however, are case sensitive.

Due to technical issues, the maximal line length is currently limited to 1024 characters. Lines longer
than this are chopped without warning.

If a property, which should only appear once, is defined more than once, the parser uses the first def-
inition and ignores all the other occurrences. Thus specifying a property in the input a second time,
does not override the first definition. (For advanced use the HSD syntax also offers the possibility
of conditional overriding/extending of previous definitions. For more details see A.6.)

A.1 Scalars and list of scalars

The following examples demonstrate the assignments with scalar types:

SomeInt = 1
SomeInt2 = -3
SomeRealFixedForm = 3.453
SomeRealExpForm = 2.12e-45
Logical1 = Yes
Logical2 = no
SomeString = "this is a string value"

As showed above, real numbers can be entered in either fixed or exponential form. The value for
logical properties can be either Yes or No (case insensitive). Strings should always be enclosed in
quotation marks, to make sure that they are treated as one string and that they are not interpreted by
the parser:

String1 = "quoted string"
String2 = this value is actually a list of 9 strings # list of strings!
String3 = "Method { ;" # This is a string assignment
String4 = Method { # This is syntactically incorrect, since

# it tries to assign a method to String4

A list of scalars is created by sequentially writing the scalars separated by one or more spaces:

PlottedLevels = 1 2 3
Origin = 0.0 0.0 0.0
ConfirmItTwice = Yes Yes
SpecieNames = "Ga" "As"

The assignments statements are usually terminated by the end of the line. If the list of the assigned
values goes over several lines, it must be entered between curly (brace) brackets. In that case,
instead of the line end, the closing bracket will signal the end of the assignment. It is allowed to put
a list of scalars in curly brackets, even if it is only one line long.
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PlottedLevels = {
1 2 3

}
Origin = { 0.0
0.0 0.0 }
Short = { 1 2 3 }

If you want to put more than one assignment in a line, you have to separate them with a semi-colon:

Variable = 12; Variable2 = 3.0

If a property should be defined as empty, either the empty list must be assigned to it or it must be
defined as an empty assignment terminated by a semi-colon:

EmptyProperty = {}
EmptyProperty2 = ;

Please note, that explicitely specifying a property to be empty is not the same as not having specified
it at all. In the latter case, the parser substitutes the default value for that property (if there is a default
for it), while in the first case it interprets the property to be empty. If a property without default
value is not specified, the parser stops with an appropriate error message.

A.2 Methods and property lists

Besides the scalar values and the list of scalars, the right hand side of an assignment may also con-
tain a method, which itself may contain one or more scalar values or further property assignments
as parameters:

Diagonaliser = LapackDAC {} # Method without further params
PlottedLevels = Range { 1 3 } # Range needs two scalar params
PlottedRegion = UnitCell { # UnitCell needs a property list
MinEdgeLength = 1.0 # as parameter
SomeOtherProperty = Yes

}

The first assignment above is an example, where the method on the right hand side does not need
any parameters specified. Please note, that even if no parameters are required, the opening and
closing brackets after the method are mandatory. If the brackets are missing, the parser interprets
the value as a string.

In the second assignment, the method Range needs only two integers as parameters, while for
the method UnitCell several properties must be specified. A method may contain either nothing
or scalars or property assignments, but never scalars and property assignments together. So the
following assignment would be invalid:

InvalidSpecif = SomeMethod {
1 2 3
Property1 = 12
"Some strings here"

}
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Very often a value for the property is represented by a list of further property assignments (as above,
but without naming an explicit method beforehand). In that case, the property assignments must be
put between curly brackets (property list):

Options = {
SubOption1 = 12
Suboption2 = "string"

}

A.3 Modifiers

Each property may carry a modifier, which changes the interpretation of the assigned value:

LatticeConstant [Angstrom] = 12.23

Here, the property LatticeConstant possesses the Angstrom modifier, so the specified value will be
interpreted to be in Ångström instead of the default length unit. Specifying a modifier for a property
which is not allowed to carry one leads to parsing error.

The syntax of the HSD format also allows methods (used as values on the right hand side of an
assignment) to carry modifiers, but this is usually not used in the current input structures.

Sometimes, the assigned value to a property contains several values with different units, so that more
than one modifiers can be specified. In that case, the modifiers must be separated by a comma.

VolumeAndChargePerElement [Angstrom^3,au] = {
1.2 0.3 # first element
4.2 0.1 # second element

}

You have to specify either no modifier or all modifiers. If you want specify the default units for
some of the quantities, you can omit the name of the appropriate modifier, but you must include the
separating comma:

# Specifying the default unit for the charge. Note the separating comma!
VolumeAndChargePerElement [Angstrom^3,] = {
1.2 0.3 # first element
4.2 0.1 # second element

}

Specifying not enough or too many modifiers leads to parser error.

A.4 File inclusion

It is possible to include files in an HSD-formatted input by using the <<< and <<+ operators.
The former includes the specified file as raw text without parsing it, while latter parses the included
text:
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Geometry = GenFormat {
<<< "geo_start.gen"

}
Basis = {
<<+ "File_containing_the_property_definitons_for_the_basis"

}

The file included with the <<+ operator must be a valid HSD document in itself.

A.5 Processing

After having parsed and processed the input file, the parser writes out the processed input to a
separate file in HSD format. This file contains the internal representation for all properties, which
can be specified by the user. Especially, all default values are explicitely set and all automatic
definitions (e.g. ranges) are converted to their internal representations.

Assuming the following example as input

# Lattice contant specified in Angstrom.
# Internal representation uses Bohr, so it will be converted.
LatticeConstant [Angstrom] = 12.0

# This property is not set, as its commented out, so the
# default value will be set for this (let’s assume, it’s Yes)
#DoAProperJob = No

# Plotted levels specified as a Range method with parameters 1 3.
# This will be replaced by an explicit listing of the levels
PlottedLevels = Range { 1 3 }

the parsed and processed input (written to a special file) should look something like

LatticeConstant = 22.676713499923075
DoAProperJob = Yes
PlottedLevels = {
1 2 3

}

This processed form should be free from any conversion factors and automatic definitions. If you
want to reproduce your calculation later, you should use this processed input. It should give you
identical results, even if the default setting for some properties had been changed in the code.

Since the HSD format is mapped by the parser internally to an XML tree, most codes using this
format allow (or hopefully will allow) to dumping out of the processed input in the XML format
as well, and to use that later as an input, instead of the HSD formatted input. This is practical for
people preferring to work with XML or if the input should be automatically generated by a script.
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A.6 Extended format

As stated earlier, if a property, which should be defined only once, occurs more than once in the
input, the parser uses per default the first definition and ignores all the others. Sometimes this is not
the desired behaviour, therefore, the HSD format also offers the possibility to override properties
that were set earlier. This feature can be very useful for scripts which are generate HSD input based
on some user provided template. By just appending a few lines to the end of the user provided input
the scripts can make sure that certain properties are set correctly. Thus, the script can modify the
user input, without having to parse it at all.

The parser builds internally an XML DOM-tree from the HSD input. For every property or method
name an XML tag with the same name (but lowercased) is created, which will contain the value of
the property or the method. If the value contains further properties or methods, new XML tags are
created inside the original one. Shortly, the HSD input is mapped on a tree, whereas the assignment
and the containment (equal sign and curly brace) are turned into a parent-child relationships.1 As
an example an HSD input and the corresponding XML-representation is given below:

Level0Elem1 = 1
Level0Elem2 = { 1 2 3 }
Level0Elem3 = {
Level1Elem1 = 12
Level1Elem2 = Level2Elem1 {

Level3Elem1 = "abcd"
Level3Elem2 = {
Level4Elem1 = 12

}
}

}

<level0elem1>1</level0elem1>
<level0elem2>1 2 3</level0elem2>
<level0elem3>
<level1elem1>12</level1elem1>
<level1elem2>

<level2elem1>
<level3elem1>"abcd"</level3elem1>
<level3elem2>
<level4elem1>12</level4elem1>

</level3elem2>
</level2elem1>

</level1elem2>
</level0elem3>

By prefixing property and method names, the default behaviour of the parser can be overridden.
Instead of creating a new tag (on the current encapsulation level) with the appropriate name, it will
look for the first occurrence of the given tag and will process that one. Depending of the prefix
character, the tag is processed in the following ways:

+: If the tag exists already, it’s value is modified, otherwise the parser stops.

?: If the tag exists already, it’s value is modified, otherwise the parser ignores the prefixed HSD
construct.

*: If the tag exists already, it’s value is modified, otherwise it is created (and then it’s value is
modified).

/: If the tag does not exist yet, it is created and modified, otherwise the prefixed HSD construct is
ignored.

!: The tag is newly created and modified. If it exists already, the old occurrence is deleted first.

The way the value of the tag is going to be modified, is ruled by the constructs inside the prefixed
property or method name. If the parser finds non prefixed constructs here, the appropriate tags are

1In the internal tree representation of the HSD input there is no difference between properties and methods, both are
just elements capable to contain some value or further elements. The differentiation in the HSD input is artificial and
servers the human readability only (equal sign after property names, curly brace after method names),
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just added, otherwise the behaviour is determined by the rules above, just acting one level deeper in
the tree. The following examples should make this a little bit more clear.

• Changing the value of Level0Elem1 to 3. If the element does not exist, it should be created
with the value 3.

!Level0Elem1 = 3

• Changing the value of Level0Elem3/Level1Elem1 to 21 (the slash indicates the parent-child
relationship). If the element does not exist, stop with an error message:

# Make sure the containing element exists. If yes, go inside, otherwise die.
+Level0Elem3 = {
# Set the value of Level1Elem1 or die, if it does not exist.
+Level1Elem1 = 21

}

Please note, that each tag in the path must be prefixed. Using the following construct instead
of the original one

# Not prefixed, so it creates a new tag with empty value
Level0Elem3 = {
# The new tag doesn’t contain anything, so the parser stops here
+Level1Elem1 = 21

}

would end with an error message. Since Level0Elem1 is not prefixed here, a tag is created for
it with an empty value (no children). It does not matter, whether the tag already existed before
or not, a new tag is created and appended as the last element (last child) to the current block.
Then the parser is processing its value. Due to the +Level1Elem1 directive it is looking for a
child tag <level1elem1>. Since the tag was newly created, it does not contain any children,
so the parser stops with an error message.

• Create a new tag Level1Elem3 inside Level0Elem3 with some special value. If the tag already
exists, replace it.

# Modifing the children of Level0Elem3 or dying if not present
+Level0Elem3 = {
# Replacing or if not existent creating Level1Elem3
!Level1Elem3 = NewBlock {

NewValue1 = 12
}

This example also shows, that the value for the new property can be any arbitrary complex
HSD construct.

• Provide a default value "string" for Level0Elem3/Level1Elem2/Level2Elem1/Level3Elem1.
If the tag is already present do not change its value.
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# Modify Level0Elem3 or create it if non-existent
*Level0Elem3 = {
# Modify Level1Elem2 and Level2Elem1 or create them if non-existent
*Level1Elem2 = *Level2Elem1 {
# Create Level3Elem1 if non-existent with special value.
/Level3Elem1 = "string"

}
}

• If Level0Elem3/Level1Elem2 has the value Level2Elem1, make sure that Level3Elem1 in it
exists, and has "" as value. If Level1Elem2 has a different value, do not change anything.

# If Level0Elem3 is present, process it, otherwise skip this block
?Level0Elem3 = {
# The same for the next two containers
?Level1Elem2 = ?Level2Elem1 {
# Create or replace Level3Elem1
!Level3Elem1 = ""

}
}
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Appendix B

Unit modifiers

The DFTB+ code uses internally atomic units (with Hartree as the energy unit). The value of every
numerical property in the input is interpreted to be in atomic units (au), unless the property carries
a modifier.

The allowed modifiers and the corresponding conversion factors are given below.1 (The modifiers
are case insensitive).

Length:
Angstrom, AA (for Ångström) 0.188972598857892E+01
Meter, m 0.188972598857892E+11
pm 0.188972598857892E-01
Bohr, au 1.000000000000000E+00

Volume:
Angstrom∧3, AA∧3 0.674833303710415E+01
meter∧3, m∧3 0.674833303710415E+31
pm∧3 0.674833303710415E-05
bohr∧3, au 1.000000000000000E+00

Energy:
Rydberg, Ry 0.500000000000000E+00
Electronvolt, eV 0.367493245336341E-01
kcal/mol 0.159466838598749E-02
Kelvin, K 0.316681534524639E-05
Joule, J 0.229371256497309E+18
Hartree, Ha, au 1.000000000000000E+00

Force:
eV/Angstrom, eV/AA 0.194469064593167E-01
Joule/meter, J/m 0.121378050512919E+08
Hartree/Bohr, Ha/Bohr, au 1.000000000000000E+00

1The conversion factors listed here were calculated with double precision on i686-linux architecture. Depending on
your architecture, the values used there may deviate slightly.
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Time:
femtosecond, fs 0.413413733365614E+02
picosecond, ps 0.413413733365614E+05
second, s 0.413413733365614E+17
au 1.000000000000000E+00

Charge:
Coulomb, C 0.624150947960772E+19
au, e 1.000000000000000E+00

Velocity:
au 1.000000000000000E+00
m/s 0.457102857516272E-06
pm/fs 0.457102857516272E-03
AA/ps 0.457102857516272E-04
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Appendix C

Description of the gen format

The general (gen) format can be used to describe clusters and supercells. It is based on the xyz
format introduced with xmol, and extended to periodic structures. Unlike some earlier implemen-
tations of gen, the format should not include any neighbour mapping information.

The first line of the file contains the number of atoms, n, followed by the type of geometry. C for
cluster (non-periodic), S for supercell in Cartesian coordinates or F for supercell in fractions of the
lattice vectors. The supercells are periodic in 3 dimensions.

The second line contains the chemical symbols of the elements present separated by one or more
spaces. The following n lines contain a list of the atoms. The first number is the atom number in the
structure (this is currently ignored by the program). The second number is the chemical type from
the list of symbols on line 2. Then follow the coordinates. For S and C format, these are x, y, z in
Å, but for F they are fractions of the three lattice vectors.

If the structure is a supercell, the next line after the atomic coordinates contains the coordinate
origin in Å (this is ignored by the parser). The last three lines are the supercell vectors in Å. These
four lines are not present for clusters.

Example: Geometry of GaAs with 2 atoms in the fractional supercell format

2 F
Ga As
1 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 2 0.25 0.25 0.25
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
2.713546 2.713546 0.
0. 2.713546 2.713546
2.713546 0. 2.713546
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Appendix D

Atomic spin constants

These are suggested values for some atomic spin constants (W values) as given in reference [17],
only the first two decimal places of the finite spin constants are numerically significant. These
constants may eventually be included in the Slater-Koster files directly. Check the documentation
of the Slater-Koster files required for a calculation to decide whether to use the LDA or PBE-GGA
spin constants.

W LDA PBE
s p d s p d

H s -0.064 -0.072
C s -0.028 -0.024 -0.031 -0.025

p -0.024 -0.022 -0.025 -0.023
N s -0.030 -0.026 -0.033 -0.027

p -0.026 -0.025 -0.027 -0.026
O s -0.032 -0.028 -0.035 -0.030

p -0.028 -0.027 -0.030 -0.028
Si s -0.018 -0.013 0.000 -0.020 -0.015 0.000

p -0.013 -0.012 0.000 -0.015 -0.014 0.000
d 0.000 0.000 -0.019 0.002 0.002 -0.032

S s -0.019 -0.016 0.000 -0.021 -0.017 0.000
p -0.016 -0.014 0.000 -0.017 -0.016 0.000
d 0.000 0.000 -0.010 0.000 0.000 -0.080

Fe s -0.013 -0.009 -0.003 -0.016 -0.012 -0.003
(3d74s1) p -0.009 -0.011 -0.001 -0.012 -0.029 -0.001

d -0.003 -0.001 -0.015 -0.003 -0.001 -0.015
Ni s -0.009 -0.009 -0.003 -0.016 -0.012 -0.003

p -0.009 -0.010 -0.001 -0.012 -0.022 -0.001
d -0.003 -0.001 -0.017 -0.003 -0.001 -0.018
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Appendix E

Dispersion constants

The following table contains recommended dispersion constants for some elements. The values
have been tested for biological systems, C, N, O and H predominantly for DNA [6]. If you would
like to calculate different systems or you’re looking for other elements, check references [19] and
[15]. The values of the atomic polarisabilities and cutoffs are given for zero, one, two, three, four
and more than four neighbors.

Element Polarisability [Å3] Cutoff [Å] Chrg Note
O 0.560 0.560 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.15
N 1.030 1.030 1.090 1.090 1.090 1.090 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 2.82
C 1.382 1.382 1.382 1.064 1.064 1.064 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 2.50
H 0.386 0.386 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 0.80
P 1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600 1.600 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.50 PO4 only
S 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 3.000 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.80 S, not SO2
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Appendix F

Publications to cite

The following publications should be considered for citation, if you are publishing any results cal-
culated by DFTB+.

DFTB+ code [3]
non-SCC DFTB [26], [27]
SCC DFTB [7]
Spin polarisation [16]
QM/MM coupling (external charges) [11], [5]
Van der Waals interaction (dispersion) [6]
DFTB+U [13]
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Appendix G

License

Below you find the licensing conditions of the DFTB+ code. Additional to the code written by the
DFTB+ developer team, the code also uses the following third party libraries:

mudpack Multigrid software for elliptic partial differential equations.

sparskit Basic tool-kit for sparse matrix computations.

superlu General purpose library for the direct solution of large, sparse, nonsymmetric systems of
linear equations.

xmlf90 XML parser in Fortran.

The licenses of those third party libraries differ from the license of the DFTB+ code. You find the
appropriate conditions after the DFTB+ license in this chapter. In the source distribution of DFTB+

the external libraries are always packaged as a separate archive so that you can easily distinguish
them from the main DFTB+ code.

G.1 DFTB+

Terms and conditions to obtain a copy of DFTB+

Preamble

In the following the term "authors" refers to Thomas Frauenheim, Bálint Aradi
and Ben Hourahine. The term "program" shall mean the copyrighted DFTB+ package
(in source, object and executable form) This licence covers the use of DFTB+ for
academic, educational and non-profit research, other uses may be arranged
individually by discussion with the authors. Mandatory terms and conditions I
request a copy of the DFTB+ package and therefore agree to the following terms
and conditions to use the program and to have access to the source code:

1. All title, ownership and rights to the program or to any copies of it remain
with the authors, regardless of the ownership of the media on which the
program is used or installed.
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2. I will not provide a copy of the program in any way to anyone for any reason
whatsoever. I may make copies of the code but only for backup purposes, or to
use it on any of my group’s computer resources. I will refer any request for
copies of the program to the authors. Anyone directly associated with my
research group is covered by the licence and may share my copy of the program
on all of my group’s computer resources as long as they agree to the
mandatory terms and conditions.

3. I will not incorporate any part of the program into any other computer code
or program system without written permission of the authors.

4. The program and any documentation is supplied on an as is basis without any
warranty, and thus with no additional responsibility or liability. I
understand that support for running the program can not be provided in
general, except on the basis of a joint project between the code authors and
the research partner.

5. It is obvious that modifications of the program can lead to problems where
the authors may not be able to help. It is encouraged that I report any
difficulties encountered in the use of standard versions of the program,
which I have not modified, to the authors.

6. Users are encouraged to report usefull modifications to programs to the
authors. I agree that any reported modifications could be incorporated into
the program, potentially with further modifications. I certify that I am
entitled to, and bear responsibility for contributing these modifications to
the program and that they will be covered by this licence once incorporated.
The contributed modifications are non-exclusively for use in the program, so
that my rights to use the original modifications I have contributed for
other purposes are not affected.

7. In any publication derived from use of the program, I will make references
to relevant papers about the program (DFTB+), the DFTB (Density Functional
based Tight Binding) method and any appropriate extensions used. The manual
of the program contains the list of the papers to consider for citation.

8. One copy of each and every publication resulting from use of the program
will be sent to the contact address of the authors for their attention.

9. DFTB+ relies on external libraries for operation. Some of those libraries
are included in the DFTB+ distribution. The terms and conditions for the
redistribution of these libraries are given in the appropriate source
directories.

G.2 MUDPACK

Copyright c© 2004 the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
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("UCAR"). All rights reserved. Developed by NCAR’s Computational and
Information Systems Laboratory, UCAR, www2.cisl.ucar.edu.

Redistribution and use of the Software in source and binary forms,
with or without modification, is permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:

* Neither the names of NCAR’s Computational and Information Systems
Laboratory, the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, nor
the names of its sponsors or contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this Software without specific prior
written permission.

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notices, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer below.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions, and the disclaimer below in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CONTRIBUTORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS WITH THE
SOFTWARE.

G.3 SPARSKIT

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2.1, February 1999

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL. It also counts
as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
the version number 2.1.]

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it. You
can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether
this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge
for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get
it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis
or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
you. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source
code. If you link other code with the library, you must provide
complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
it. And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal
permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that
there is no warranty for the free library. Also, if the library is
modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
author’s reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
introduced by others.

Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of
any free program. We wish to make sure that a company cannot
effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
restrictive license from a patent holder. Therefore, we insist that
any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the
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ordinary GNU General Public License. This license, the GNU Lesser
General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
is quite different from the ordinary General Public License. We use
this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
libraries into non-free programs.

When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
combined work, a derivative of the original library. The ordinary
General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
entire combination fits its criteria of freedom. The Lesser General
Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with
the library.

We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
does Less to protect the user’s freedom than the ordinary General
Public License. It also provides other free software developers Less
of an advantage over competing non-free programs. These disadvantages
are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
libraries. However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
special circumstances.

For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes
a de-facto standard. To achieve this, non-free programs must be
allowed to use the library. A more frequent case is that a free
library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries. In this
case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free
programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
free software. For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in
non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU
operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating
system.

Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
users’ freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run
that program using a modified version of the Library.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow. Pay close attention to the difference between a
"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library". The
former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
be combined with the library in order to run.

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or
other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
Each licensee is addressed as "you".

A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs
(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
which has been distributed under these terms. A "work based on the
Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under
copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a
portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
straightforwardly into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is
included without limitation in the term "modification".)

"Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For a library, complete source code means
all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated
interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation
and installation of the library.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
writing it). Whether that is true depends on what the Library does
and what the program that uses the Library does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library’s
complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any
warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the
Library.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,
and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,
in the event an application does not supply such function or
table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
its purpose remains meaningful.

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the
application. Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
application-supplied function or table used by this function must
be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
root function must still compute square roots.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Library.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library
with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.

3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library. To do
this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
instead of to this License. (If a newer version than version 2 of the
ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.) Do not make any other change in
these notices.

Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all
subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
the Library into a program that is not a library.

4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or
derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
medium customarily used for software interchange.

If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library". Such a
work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and
therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
library". The executable is therefore covered by this License.
Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.
Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library. The
threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
work. (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
Library will still fall under Section 6.)

Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit
modification of the work for the customer’s own use and reverse
engineering for debugging such modifications.

You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
this License. You must supply a copy of this License. If the work
during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference
directing the user to the copy of this License. Also, you must do one
of these things:

a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever
changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the
user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
executable containing the modified Library. (It is understood
that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
to use the modified definitions.)

b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the
Library. A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a
copy of the library already present on the user’s computer system,
rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if
the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at
least three years, to give the same user the materials
specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
than the cost of performing this distribution.

d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy
from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
specified materials from the same place.

e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the
Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
reproducing the executable from it. However, as a special exception,
the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major
components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on
which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
the executable.

It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license
restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
accompany the operating system. Such a contradiction means you cannot
use both them and the Library together in an executable that you
distribute.

7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work
based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
facilities. This must be distributed under the terms of the
Sections above.

b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
the Library except as expressly provided under this License. Any
attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies,
or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses
terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Library or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Library or works based on it.

10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with
this License.

11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Library at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any
particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,
and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.

12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add
an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
written in the body of this License.

13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new
versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Library
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and
"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
the Free Software Foundation. If the Library does not specify a
license version number, you may choose any version ever published by
the Free Software Foundation.

14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,
write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is
copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our
decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO
WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
LIBRARY IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN
WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.

G.4 SUPERLU

Copyright (c) 2003, The Regents of the University of California, through
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (subject to receipt of any required
approvals from U.S. Dept. of Energy)

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

(1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
(2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
(3) Neither the name of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S. Dept. of
Energy nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIEDWARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

G.5 XMLF90

Copyright (c) 2003, 2004, Alberto Garcia (SAX, XPATH, WXML, Overall design)
(c) 2003, 2004, Jon Wakelin, Alberto Garcia (DOM subsystem)
(c) 2003, 2004, Jon Wakelin (CML writing subsystem)
STRINGS module contributed by Mart Reentmeester. (See strings/m_strings.f90)
(c) 2005, Balint Aradi (bug fixes, some speed up)

All rights reserved.

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its
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contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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